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STORYSD - EPISODE 19

WHAT IS THE INCITING INCIDENT IN A STORY?

Hi! I’m Soraia Ferreira and welcome to StorySD episode number 19. 
Today I’m be talking about what is the incing incident. 

Welcome to StorySD! 
HHelping you use storytelling in your communicaon strategy. Explore other resources at 
www.StorySD.com.
And now, here is your host, Dr. Soraia Ferreira, story strategy consultant & trainer.

TThousands of years ago, our ancestors spent most of their me looking for food and running 
away from predators. Unl they discovered how to make fire and everything changed becau-
se from that point on, they were able to cook food; keep warm; keep the predators away and 
also to stretch the day. By stretching the day, I mean that they were able to gather around the 
campfires and share stories. They would share their day events, their best techniques to hunt 
and also their culture and tradions. 
TThe discovery of making fire was the incing incident of the human evoluon because from 
that point on, our place in the food chain changed.  Every story has an incing incident, which 
is the reason why the story takes place. Joseph Campbell called it the call to adventure and 
Robert McKee calls it incing incident. Make sure to know what is the incing incident of 
your story.
 

Standing on the Shoulder of Giants

TThe recommended resource for this episode is the documentary series: Origins - the Journey 
of Humankind. Each episode is dedicated to a different field and it has the origin moments 
that we're responsible for the evoluon of that field. For example, they have an episode on 
war, another one on communicaon, another one on housing, so it's really interesng to see 
how they were able to look at the whole history and just choose some points and build a nar-
rave around it. 
Next episode, I'm going to be talking about how you can build progressive complicaons in 
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your stories.
Unl then keep moving forward!

Thank you for tuning in to StorySD.
Sign up to the newsleer today and be the first to receive updates, at StorySD.com.


